Tiger Eye Blueprint case study: Al Tamimi & Company

How a leading law firm gets their know-how
into the head of every lawyer

Al Tamimi & Company uses Tiger Eye Blueprint to rewrite
the firm’s approach to Knowledge Management
Challenge
Al Tamimi & Company is a full service commercial law firm with
seventeen offices across the Middle East. The firm wanted to take
advantage of their wealth of local knowledge and cross-sector
expertise to provide in-depth research as standard, while staying
cost effective for clients. For Patrick Earl, Chief Operating Officer, this
presented a key question: “How do you get that knowledge into the
head of every lawyer? Delivering the firm’s accumulated knowledge
to our clients presents a real practical challenge.” The firm knew
investing in Knowledge Management (KM) could provide the answer,
however they faced three key challenges.
Their existing KM system was not
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Challenges
■■ A legacy system which was not
providing results

■■ Required seamless integration
with iManage

■■ Solutions needed to be scalable
across all levels of the firm

Solution
■■ Blueprint, a KM system
integrated with iManage Work

■■ Built-in and customisable
reporting statistics

■■ Multi-language document
taxonomy and searches

Results
■■ An intuitive and efficient
KM system

■■ High levels of take-up among
lawyers

■■ Usage reports influencing
firm-wide KPIs
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Zane says, “It’s a very intuitive and

Al Tamimi & Company is the
largest law firm in the Middle East
with 17 offices across 9 countries.
Established in 1989, the full-service
firm specialises in advising and
supporting major international
corporations, financial institutions,
government organisations and local
and international companies.

As soon as the team saw a demo
Patrick realised Blueprint was the
perfect fit. It was the only off-theshelf iManage solution providing
reporting into user engagement
and topic search trends. Tiger Eye

Working with Tiger

structured process, maintaining a
good level of control while staying
efficient”. Their lawyers have given
positive feedback throughout
rollout on its ease of use and
consistency with their intranet.
Critically, take-up was high with
seven of twelve departments
using Blueprint within two months.

Eye has been outstanding

Patrick credits the system itself as

Patrick Earl,
Chief Operating Officer, Al Tamimi

their greatest asset in changing

liaised closely with Al Tamimi &
Company throughout to ensure it
continually met their requirements.
This included the request for dual
language searches in English and
Arabic, which according to Patrick
was “critical to the whole project
and not an easy requirement to
fulfil, but with Tiger Eye nothing
was off the table.” Patrick says,
“it was a great experience. I’ve
been involved in many software
implementations and I have to say
this has been one of the best.”

Results

their KM culture; “the beauty of

Expertise includes arbitration
& litigation, banking & finance,
corporate & commercial, intellectual
property, real estate, construction
& infrastructure, and technology,
media & telecommunications. Al
Tamimi’s business and regional
footprint continues to grow to meet
the needs of clients across the
Middle East.

Blueprint is we have confidence in
the product.”
Long-term statistics available in
Blueprint will also inform the firm’s
wider strategy. Usage insights
will influence department and
individual KPIs and performance
reviews, while search trends allow
Al Tamimi & Company to prioritise
resources in areas of most pressing
concern to their clients. Patrick
states, “I hope KM professionals
at other firms are made aware of

To find out more about how
Blueprint can help your business,
contact Dave Wilson or Cerys
Burcher on:
+44 (0)1603 293 500
Email:
enquiries@tigereyeconsulting.com
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